
South Texas AAU
Cheerleading

TXAAUYFL Cheer Championship
November 6, 2016

Hosted by TXAAUYFL
TXAAUYFL, Selma, TX

AGE GROUPS: All Ages, All Ages

ENTRY FEE: $150.00

ENTRY FEE PAYABLE TO: TXAAUYFL

ENTRY DEADLINE: October 14, 2016

SIGN UP AT: www.TXAAUYFL.com

AWARDS: TOP Team in Each Age Division 



RULES: Competition Requirements
?Routine must be 2.30 minutes in total length.
?Routine 
MUST include 30 seconds of dance (does not have to be consecutive). Stunting 
with music is not considered part of “dance”.
?Routine MUST include at least 
ONE connecting pyramid with ALL cheerleaders taking an active part-this CAN 
include cheerleaders tumbling during the formation. (Flag and Mighty Mites are 
exempt from Pyramids*)
?Routine MUST include no less than 2 cheers and 2 chants.  
In addition, chants or cheers MUST be used during stunting transitions.
?Routine 
MUST contain at least 2 jumps performed by the entire squad. This can be in 
a cheer, part of a dance, etc. (Flag is exempt from jumps*)
?Stunting CAN BE 
performed with or without music and CAN be part of any cheer or chant.
?Cheers 
MUST include crowd engagement.
?Props can be used including signs, pom poms, 
flags, megaphones, banners but CANNOT be handled by Flyers, Back Spots or Bases 
WHILE LOADING INTO a stunt or dismounting. Props used IN stunts by a Flyer MUST 
be handed to Flyer once Flyer is set. Sign or poms CAN BE used to take a stunt 
from a half to a full once Flyer has been given the prop.
?Any prop that is 
discarded DURING the routine MUST land on the mat. Deductions will  be given 
for props landing OFF the mat/designated floor.
?Any cheerleader who performs 
the routine off the mat/designated floor area will  receive a deduction for her 
team.
?Spiriting is strongly encouraged when taking and exiting the floor. 
Please keep excessive spiriting to a minimum in order to maintain the flow of 
the competition.
?Timing will  NOT begin until  the first word, movement or music 
begins and will  conclude with the finale of the routine.
?Tumbling in the routine 
is PURELY optional and is NOT required at any level.
*
*
(6u)FLAG CHEER: Ages 
4, 5, 6 
?No more than 25 flag cheerleaders on a roster.
?Mascots or cheerleaders 
under the age of 4 are NOT permitted.
?Stunting CANNOT exceed thigh stand level 
but can be performed at LOAD IN level only. No halves, fulls or basket tosses 
are allowed in this division.
?Jumps are NOT required in the Flag division.
(8u)FRESHMAN: 
Ages 7, 8 
?No more than 35 Mighty Mite cheerleaders on a roster.
?Stunting 
CANNOT exceed LOAD IN (waist level) but CAN include all skilled stunts in the 
THIS level ONLY (waist/load in position) such as heel stretch, Liberties, Arabesque, 
etc. provided the Coach adheres to safety (see Terminology for stunt explanations)
?Absolutely 
NO basket tosses at this level.
*
(10u)JUNIOR VARSITY: Ages 9, 10 
(12u)VARSITY: 
Ages 11, 12, 13 
?No more than 35 Pee Wee/Junior Varsity cheerleaders on a 
roster.
?Stunting levels include all skilled stunts at Elevator (half) or extension 
level (full).
?5 position Baskets ARE permitted in these divisions.
?Full 
down from a half (at base of the chin) is allowed at the Pee Wee level, but 
is NOT allowed from any other height.
?Full down from extension level (full) 
IS permitted for Junior Varsity but ONLY at ONE rotation.
*
ROUTINE CATEGORIES
*
CHEERS
?Routine 
must consist of at least 2 cheers.
?Group must perform together.
?Movements 
should be sharp, fluid (connecting) and timed.
?Each cheerleader will  be evaluated 
on Vocal Projection.
?Audience participation will  gain extra points.
TRANSITIONS
?Routine 
must consist of at least 2 chants used during transitions or other.
?Must be 
used when moving from one segment to the next (cheer into stunts, stunt into 
dance, etc.)
?Transitions should consist of chants NOT full cheers.
?Transitions 
must be timed and cheerleaders must start and end together.
JUMPS
?Routine 
must contain at least 2 jumps performed by the entire squad. These can be during 
a dance, cheer, etc.-Flag does NOT have to perform jumps.
?Jumps include: toe 
touch, right or left herkie or pike.
?Extra points are giving if a squad does 
2 or more consecutive jumps.
STUNTS
?Group must perform them together.
?Props 
CANNOT be loaded into a stunt, but must be handed to the Flyer once stunt is 
set.
?Basket Tosses MUST util ize a Front Spot*.
?Full Down (rotation of only 
one spin) is allowed. Double downs are NOT allowed.
?If a squad can util ize 
ALL cheerleaders in a stunt (inclusive of tumbling), they will  gain extra points.
?Points 
are assessed based on overall difficulty, flawless execution, and creativity 
of the stunt(s).
?Pyramids will  be judged on creativity, execution and level 
of difficulty. All top hands must be connecting to be considered a pyramid.
?Each 
routine must contain at least one pyramid.

Varsity is required only to use **
4 in basket tosses but if  they are a Varsity Combo squad then the cheerleaders 
that are considered Junior Varsity need to perform their basket toss with 5.
*Flag **
and Freshmen are exempt, which will  also be the same for an 8U Combo squad.
*
DANCE
?A 
minimum of 30 seconds of Dance is required-does not have to be consecutive.
?Dance 
is evaluated on creativity and fluidity of movements.
?Music must be clean 
and rid of ANY foul language or inappropriate references (IE: Alcohol).
?Music 
song titles MUST be provided to Nationals 2 weeks PRIOR to Nationals. If  your 
squad is producing “custom” music, please note, although there will  not be a 
formal review of the music prior to Nationals, if  during your performance music 
is deemed inappropriate or lyrics are too controversial,  your routine will  be 
stopped and you will  forfeit your opportunity. IF there is any doubt or concern 
with your music choice, or you just want to check its approval, contact the 
National Cheer Director to review at least 2 weeks prior to Nationals.
?ANY 
suggestive moves such as grinding, thrusting, excessive hip and booty shaking, 
will  receive significant deductions not l imited to the forfeit of the squad. 
Coaches, we are coaching young ladies and to include movements as seen on MTV 
or with popular singing celebrities is not “cheerleading”.
?Dance moves are 
to be together, uniform, tasteful, clean, crisp, and spirited.
TUMBLING
?While 
tumbling is amazing in a cheer routine, it  is NOT required.
?No additional 
points will  be given for quantity of tumbling-regardless of number of cheerleaders 
tumbling or the difficultness of the routine.
?You can gain the SAME amount 
of points with ONE Tumbler verses a squad of 20 tumbling at the same time.
?Coaches 
must remember the AAU cheerleaders consists of recreational leagues and while 
we recognize some area are far more advanced than others in tumbling, we do 
not want to eliminate squads participation or focus our attention on tumbling.
*
*
SPIRIT
?Spirit 
is expected at all  t imes.
Squads can spirit on AND off mats at opening and closing 
of routine.
*
JUDGING CATEGORIES
*
?Cheers
?Chants
?Stunts
?Pyramids
?Dance
?Transitions
?Spirit
?Tumbling
?Audience 
Participation
?Overall routine creativity
•Use of Props
*
PARENT/VOLUNTEER/STAFF 
DANCE CATEGORY
*
•Adults have an opportunity to compete in this competition.  
There are no age requirements for adults.  Routines will  follow above stated 
guidelines except jumps and stunts are not required.  
*
2016-17 AAU Recreational 
Cheer handbook was used as a reference for this competition.  If  any questions 
regarding local competition requirements please contact Kristie Robertson, 254-423-8320, 
kristier25@yahoo.com
* 

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Roderick D Tanner

(210) 788-4200
rodtannerjr@yahoo.com



This  event  is  l icensed by the Amateur  Ath le t ic  Union of  the U.S. ,  Inc .

A l l  par t ic ipants  must  have a current  AAU membership.

AAU membership may not  be inc luded as par t  o f  the ent ry  fee to  the event .

AAU membership must  be obta ined before the compet i t ion begins,  except  where the event  operator  has a la tp top avai lab le  wi th  an 

in ternet  connect ion.

BE PREPARED: Adul t  and Non-Ath le te memberships are no longer  ins tant  and cannot  be appl ied for  a t  the event .P lease a l low up to  10 

days for  membersh ips to  be processed.

Par t ic ipants  are encouraged to  v is i t  the AAU web s i te  www.aauspor ts .org to  obta in  the i r  membersh ip.


